Business attire for the 2019 convention will not be required for business sessions. Being an outdoor venue, dress may be more casual but still, reflect the nature of a UOL Convention.

For business sessions, women should wear skirts, dresses, or shorts that fall no shorter than the length of her fingertips when standing up with her hands hanging by her sides. Tops should have nothing less than shoulder straps no thinner than the width of two fingers (tank top). Footwear must be practical for traversing uneven ground and should reflect the occasion of the convention.

For business sessions, men should wear pants or shorts that are not shorter than his fingertips when standing up with his hands hanging by his sides. Shirts must have a collar and buttons, a polo shirt or dress shirt. Footwear should be practical for traversing uneven ground and should reflect the occasion of the convention.

Social events outside of the Banquet and Ball will have the same dress requirements.

Juniors have different themes for their business sessions. Thursday is Sports Day – dressing in the jersey or colors of your favorite sports team. Friday is Hawaiian Day – dressing in Hawaiian print items. Saturday is School Pride Day – dressing in items with your school’s name on them or in the colors of your school.

For all the Juniors’ themed days, the guidelines of shorts, dresses, and skirts reaching below the length of one’s fingertips, covering shoulders with at least two fingers’ worth of fabric, and avoiding anything unbecoming of an Orthodox Christian are the first requirements of their dress-up themes.